JUSTICE/OIG–004

SYSTEM NAME:

SYSTEM LOCATION:

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:
Employees of the Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General.

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
Information pertaining to formal training requested and attended by OIG employees, including training forms.

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:

PURPOSE:
To capture training requests made by OIG employees and to maintain information regarding the training employees have had.

ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE SYSTEM, INCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES:
Records in this system may be disclosed as follows:

a. Relevant records may be disclosed to an administrative forum, including Ad Hoc forums, which may or may not include an Administrative Law Judge, and which may or may not convene public hearings/proceedings, or to other established adjudicatory or regulatory agencies, e.g., the Merit Systems Protection Board, or other agencies with similar or related statutory responsibilities, where necessary to adjudicate decisions affecting individuals who are covered by this system, including (but not limited to) decisions to effect any necessary remedial actions, e.g., disciplinary and/or other appropriate personnel actions.

b. A record may be disclosed to the National Archives and to the General Services Administration during a records management inspection conducted under 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906.

POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING, RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING, AND DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:

STORAGE:
Information in this system is stored manually in file jackets and electronically in office automation equipment.

RETRIEVABILITY:
Information can be retrieved either by surname or social security number.

SAFEGUARDS:
Information is stored in filing cabinets and office automation equipment in secured rooms or in guarded buildings, and is used only by authorized, screened personnel. Passwords are required to access the automated data.

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL:
Records in this system are retained and disposed of in accordance with General Records Schedule 1.

SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS:
Office of the General Counsel, Office of the Inspector General, Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room 4261, Washington, DC 20530–0001.

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE:
Address inquiries to the System Manager listed above.

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:
Make requests for access to records from this system in writing to the system manager, and clearly mark both the letter and envelope “Privacy Act Request.”

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:
Make all requests to contest or amend information maintained in the system in writing to the system manager. State clearly and concisely what information is being contested, the reasons for contesting it, and the proposed amendment(s) to the information.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:

SYSTEMS EXEMPTED FROM CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE ACT:
None.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
[AAG/A Order No 183–99]
Privacy Act of 1974; System of Records

The Department of Justice is publishing a notice of a new system of records: Office of the Inspector General Firearms Qualifications System (JUSTICE/ORIG–005), which contains records regarding the weapons qualifications, including dates of qualification and scores, of criminal investigators employed by the Department’s Office of the Inspector General (“OIG”). The system is an administrative database which supports the OIG’s weapons qualification management function. Each criminal investigator provides the information in the system about his or her weapons qualifications, after the information is certified by the appropriate firearms officer.

5 U.S.C. 552a(e) (4) and (11) provide that the public be given thirty days in which to comment. Any comments must be submitted in writing to Mary Cahill, Management Analyst, Management and Planning Staff, Justice Management Division, Department of Justice, Washington, DC 20530 by January 6, 2000.

As required by 5 U.S.C. 552a(r) and Office of Management and Budget (OMB) implementing regulations, the Department of Justice has provided a report on the proposed changes to OMB and the Congress.

Dated: November 22, 1999.

Stephen R. Colgate,
Assistant Attorney General for Administration.

A system notice is as follows:

JUSTICE/OIG–005

SYSTEM NAME:

SYSTEM LOCATION:
U.S. Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General, 1425 New York Ave., NW, Suite 7100, Washington, DC 20530 and the investigations field offices, the addresses of which are listed on the OIG’s website at http://www.usdoj.gov/oig.

CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:
Criminal investigators employed by the Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General.

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
Information relating to the weapons qualifications of OIG criminal investigators, including dates of qualification and scores.

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:

PURPOSE:
To capture information relating to the weapons qualifications of OIG criminal investigators, including dates of qualifications and scores.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Antitrust Division


Notice is hereby given pursuant to the Antitrust Procedures and Penalties Act, 15 U.S.C. Sections 16 (b) through (h), that a Complaint, Hold Separate Stipulation and Order, and a proposed Final Judgment were filed with the United States District Court for the District of Columbia in United States of America v. Fiat S.p.A., Fiat Acquisition Corporation, New Holland N.V., New Holland North America, Inc., and Case Corporation, Civil No. 1:99CV02927JR on November 4, 1999. On November 19, 1999, the United States filed a Competitive Impact Statement. The Complaint alleged that the proposed acquisition of certain assets of Case Corporation (“Case”) by Fiat S.p.A. would violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 18, in the markets for two-wheel-drive and four-wheel-drive agricultural tractors, large square balers, small square balers and self-propelled windrowers. The proposed Final Judgment, filed at the same time as the Complaint, requires New Holland and Case, among other things, to do the following: (1) Sell New Holland’s Versatile line of our-wheel-drive tractors; (2) sell New Holland’s Genesis line of large two-wheel-drive agriculture tractors; and (3) sell Case’s interest in Hay & Forage Industries (“HFI”), a joint venture that sells hay tools. The proposed Final judgment requires that the purchaser of the divested assets continue to operate them in the manufacture and distribution of four-wheel-drive, large two-wheel-drive tractors and hay tools. The Competitive Impact Statement describes the Complaint, the proposed Final judgment, the industry, and the remedies available to private litigants who may have been injured by the alleged violation. Copies of the Complaint, Hold Separate Stipulation and Order, proposed Final judgment, and Competitive Impact Statement are available for inspection in Room 215 of the U.S. Department of Justice, Antitrust Division, 325 7th Street, NW, Washington, DC, and at the office of the Clerk of the United States District Court for the District of Columbia, Washington, DC. Copies of any of these materials may be obtained upon request and payment of a copying fee.

Public comment is invited within 60 days of the date of this notice. Such comments, and response thereto, will be published in the Federal Register and filed with the Court. Comments should be directed to J. Robert Kramer II, Chief, Litigation III Section, Antitrust Division, United States Department of Justice, 1401 H Street, NW, Suite 3000, Washington, DC 20530 (telephone: 202–307–0924).

Constance K. Robinson,
Director of Operations.

Hold Separate Stipulation and order

It is hereby stipulated by and between the undersigned parties, by their respective attorneys that:

I. Definitions

As used in this Hold Separate Stipulation and Order:

A. “Fiat” means defendant Fiat S.p.A., an Italian corporation with its headquarters in Turin, Italy, its successors and assigns, and its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships, joint ventures, directors, officers, managers, agents, and employees.

B. “Case” means Case Corporation, a Delaware corporation with its headquarters in Racine, Wisconsin, its successors and assigns, and its subsidiaries, divisions, groups, affiliates, partnerships, joint ventures, directors, officers, managers, agents, and employees.

C. “HFI” means Hay and Forage Industries, the hay and forage equipment manufacturing joint venture between Case and AGCO Corporation (“AGCO”) whose plant is located in Hesston, Kansas.

D. “Hold Separate Assets” means the assets required to be divested under the proposed Final judgment, as defined in